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The SCO is extremely grateful to the Scottish Government and to the City of Edinburgh
Council for their continued support. We are also indebted to our Business Partners,
all of the charitable trusts, foundations and lottery funders who support our projects,
and to the very many individuals who are kind enough to give us financial support and
who enable us to do so much. Each and every donation makes a difference and we truly
appreciate it.
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We are also incredibly thankful to the many individuals not listed who support the Orchestra
with either regular or one-off donations. Thank you.

CAN WE COUNT ON YOUR SUPPORT?
We are incredibly thankful to the many individuals who are kind enough to support the
Orchestra financially. Every donation makes a difference and helps us to travel across the
length and breadth of Scotland this summer.
We aim to make live orchestral music accessible to everyone and to keep the price of
concert tickets as fair as possible. Each donation is so appreciated and enables us to
bring music to audiences from Drumnadrochit to Dunoon.

To find out how to make a donation, please get in touch with Mary Clayton
on 0131 478 8369 or on our website at www.sco.org.uk/donate.
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W H AT YO U
ARE ABOUT
TO HEAR
Haydn (1732-1809)
Symphony No 82 in C Major 'The Bear'
(1786)
Vivace assai
Allegretto
Menuet e Trio
Finale: Vivace

CPE Bach (1714-1788)
Flute Concerto in D minor, Wq 22 (H 425)
(Circa 1747)
Allegro
Un poco andante
Allegro di molto

Beethoven (1770-1827)
Symphony No 8 in F Major, Op 93 (1812)
Allegro vivace e con brio
Allegretto scherzando
Tempo di menuetto
Allegro vivace

–––––
Music, of course, never stands still.
From the Middle Ages to the present
day, musicians have perpetually aimed
to develop and refine their creations,
to explore new styles, perhaps set
new challenges for listeners, or simply
entertain them in new ways. And as
we’ll discover across the three pieces
in tonight’s programme, that might be
in response to changing fashions, or
the expectations of their listeners; it
might be as a reflection of pioneering
innovations in art or literature; or it
might simply be something far more
fundamental, as a wholesale rethink of
what a piece of music is for, and what it
could and should be like.
In his Symphony No 82, Joseph Haydn
was composing for the biggest, grandest
orchestra he’d hitherto had access to.
And for it, he set about creating music
of an appopriately grand level of pomp,
opulence and brilliance.
Haydn had been working as a court
musician for the fabulously wealthy
Esterházy family at far-flung Eszterháza
Palace in what’s now Hungary since
1761. But in 1779, Prince Nikolaus
allowed the composer to write music for
others, and even to publish his pieces.
Haydn had been quietly making his own
genre-defining musical innovations
while at Eszterháza – establishing the
symphony and string quartet as musical
forms virtually single-handedly, for
example – but this change of relationship
suddenly provided him with entirely new
freedoms. And as a result, Haydn’s first
major international commission came
from Paris.

In his Symphony
No 82, Joseph Haydn
was composing for
the biggest, grandest
orchestra he’d hitherto
had access to. And for
it, he set about creating
music of an appopriately
grand level of pomp,
opulence and brilliance.
Franz Joseph Haydn

The Count d’Ogny was a French
nobleman and arts patron, and had

Georges – no wonder he jumped at
the chance. His decision was no doubt

co-founded the Concert de la Loge
Olympique in 1780 as an orchestra to
rival any in the French capital – and with
players decked out with sky blue dress
coats, flamboyant ruffles and swords
swinging by their sides, it quickly made
its mark. A key part of the Concert’s
impact, though, came from its sheer size:
it’s reported to have run to no fewer than
65 musicians, creating a sonic richness
almost unheard of at the time (by way
of comparison, Haydn had had to be
content with an ensemble of about 25 at
Eszterháza).

helped by the sizeable fee of 25 louis
d’or he was offered for each of the six
symphonies he’d compose. (Mozart, by
contrast, had received a measly 5 louis
d’or for his own 'Paris' Symphony a few
years earlier.)

When Haydn received a commission for
six new symphonies from d’Ogny – via
the Concert’s celebrated conductor
Joseph Bologne, the Chevalier de Saint-

No 82 would form the first of the set of
six, but was the last of them that Haydn
composed, towards the end of 1786.
And there’s a clear sense in its music of
Haydn flexing his compositional muscles,
showing his creative prowess, and giving
his Parisian musicians and listeners just
the kind of brilliant, dashing exuberance
they’d hoped for.
There’s an almost Handel-like grandeur,
even pomposity to the muscular, fanfare-

like opening theme of the first movement
– which opens, crucially, with the socalled premier coup d’archet so beloved

conclusion, however, if you feel moved to
applaud…

among French audiences. It’s not much
more than a strong, unison attack on the
music’s very first note: Mozart found it
pathetically underwhelming, but Haydn
clearly embraced it enthusiastically. The
movement’s second main theme is far
gentler, gracefully sung on the violins
against a long, drone-like note in the
bassoons – a musical technique we’ll return
to in the Symphony’s final movement.

"Bach is the father, and we are the
children," Mozart famously opined. And
though it’s tempting to believe he was
referring to the person we now consider
the god-like JS, Mozart actually had his
son, Carl Philipp Emanuel, in mind. It
indicates the respect and awe with which
CPE Bach was treated during his lifetime
– both Haydn and Beethoven singled him
out as a specific inspiration, alongside
Mozart’s famous tribute – but it also
throws into stark contrast how little his
music is heard in our own times.

Haydn’s slow second movement isn’t
actually terribly slow at all. Instead,
it’s a graceful, dance-like creation with
contrasting sections in a darker minor
mode – and more drones in a distinctly
folksy passage that stands out starkly
against the refinement around it. His
third movement is a striding, assertive
minuet dance, with a far gentler central
trio section led by a melody in bassoon
and oboe.

There’s perhaps a reason for that, or
even several reasons. First of all, CPE
Bach’s music refuses to fit into the neat
categories of ‘Baroque’ or ‘Classical’
music we define these days – you could
even argue that, with its heart-on-sleeve
emotion and quicksilver changes of
mood, it points in a direction that music

It’s Haydn’s final movement, however,
that gives the Symphony its ‘Bear’
nickname.There are drones aplenty here,
serving as accompaniments to another
dancing, whirling, folksy theme that nips
by nimbly, and sounded to early listeners
just like the kind of music that might
accompany dancing bears in street
entertainment. When a piano version
of the Symphony was published in 1829
with the title ‘Danse de l’ours’ (‘Dance of
the Bear’), the nickname stuck. There’s
the undoubted feeling of a country
carnival to Haydn’s good-natured
and quite Germanic music – though he
can’t hold back a sense of ceremonial
grandeur for long. Just be sure that

might have moved in had the elegance
and balance of the Classical style not
won the hearts and minds of patrons
and listeners. But CPE Bach was also a
thoroughly idiosyncratic composer, out
to adopt a pioneering approach that
seems to take the directness of expression
and emotional intensity of some of his
father’s music and push them even further.
The result – what’s become known as
empfindsamer Stil (literally ‘sensitive
style’) – took inspiration from literature
and theatre and aimed to translate those
art forms’ high emotions and gripping
drama into musical terms. CPE was
aware he wouldn’t be to everyone’s taste,
admitting in his autobiography that he
sometimes had to rein in his creativity:

the music really has reached its final

"Because I have had to compose most

It indicates the respect
and awe with which CPE
Bach was treated during
his lifetime – both Haydn
and Beethoven singled
him out as a specific
inspiration, alongside
Mozart’s famous tribute
– but it also throws into
stark contrast how little
his music is heard in our
own times.
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

of my works for specific individuals and
for the public, I have always been more

Indeed, it’s possible that CPE Bach wrote
the D minor Flute Concerto you hear this

restrained in them than in the few pieces
that I have written merely for myself."

evening specifically for Frederick the
Great – though, if that’s the case (and
little is known of the Concerto’s specific
origins, save that it was probably written
around 1747), he would have put the
King through his paces in attempting to
perform it.

One individual who did value CPE Bach’s
musical innovations, however, was the
culturally enlightened monarch (and
passable flautist) Frederick the Great of
Prussia, to the extent that the composer
spent three decades in his employment,
working in Berlin and Potsdam. And
though he was employed primarily as a
harpsichordist – and felt permanently
overshadowed by his fellow court
musicians Johann Joachim Quantz and
Carl Heinrich Graun, who were also paid
substantially more – he nonetheless had
plenty of close contact with the King, as
accompanist to the monarch’s nightly
playing of flute sonatas and concertos.

It’s a stormy, turbulent work, and one
that, should you associate the flute with
languour or prettiness, might challenge
your preconceptions with its energy, its
vigour and its brusqueness. The bustling
opening of its first movement is for
orchestra alone, before the flute enters
with a more decorated version of the
larger ensemble’s theme, going on to
demonstrate its prodigious abilities in a
thoroughly virtuosic solo part. Listen out,

too, for Bach’s restlessly changing textures,
in which he pits his soloist against the
whole orchestra, or maybe just a bassline,

He began work on it in 1812 at the
age of 41, straight after he’d finished
the Symphony No 7. It was a time of

or sometimes just the violins, for example.

great personal turmoil, as revealed
in the notorious unsent letter in which
the composer unburdened his surging
emotions to his still unidentified
‘Immortal Beloved’. He’d also had a
serious run-in with his brother Johann,
attempting to break up the younger
man’s relationship with Therese
Obermayer, of whom he strongly
disapproved. He failed – Johann and
Therese were married a few months
later – but succeeded in driving a wedge
between himself and his sibling. And of
course, Beethoven’s hearing was steadily
deteriorating. He conducted the Eighth
Symphony’s premiere on 27 February
1814 in Vienna’s Redoutensaal, but,
reportedly, ‘the orchestra largely ignored
his ungainly gestures and followed the
principal violinist instead’.

There’s a gentle, even pastoral feel to
his elegant second movement, with a
long, flowing theme that encompasses
several unusual leaps in pitch. With its
high-flying drama, the finale feels like
a forerunner of the Sturm und Drang
style that would take the musical world
by storm a few decades later. It’s even
hard to describe what the soloist plays
as a melody as such: instead, CPE’s
focus seems to be on virtuosity, dashing
energy and emotion – right down to the
Concerto’s wonderfully abrupt ending.
So far we’ve heard musical innovations in
response to audience expectations, and
as a result of inspirations from literature
and drama. In his Eighth Symphony,
however, Beethoven seems to be posing
the question of what a symphony even is,
and what it’s for.

There’s little evidence, however, of any

It’s indeed the shortest of all Beethoven’s
symphonies, and one that the composer
himself was rather modest about: he
described it as ‘my little Symphony in F’,
partly to distinguish it from his far longer
and more ambitious 'Pastoral' Symphony,

of Beethoven’s misfortunes in the Eighth
Symphony’s music. Indeed, it contains
some of his most overtly comic writing,
surely intended to poke fun and raise
a laugh. It’s even been suggested – not
without evidence – that Beethoven may
have been poking gentle fun at the
whole idea of what a symphony is. Just
as he’d made the point of replacing the
symphonic form’s traditional minuet
dance movement with a more tricksy,
playful scherzo, it’s not inconceivable
to view the Symphony No. 8 as a fourmovement scherzo in place of an entire
symphony – one that delights in defying
expectations, thwarting conventions
and subverting traditions across
melody, harmony, rhythm and much

No 6, in the same key.

more.

So iconic and influential are Beethoven’s
nine symphonies that it’s almost inevitable
some get overshadowed by others. In
between the heroic grandeur of No 3
and the death-to-life journey of No 5, for
example, sits the far more modest No 4.
Likewise, between the obsessive dance
rhythms of No 7 and the choral grandeur
of No 9 comes little No 8.

In his Eighth Symphony,
however, Beethoven
seems to be posing
the question of what a
symphony even is, and
what it’s for.
Ludwig van Beethoven

Even Beethoven’s very opening seems
gently subversive. He launches straight

Beethoven marks his slow movement
Allegretto scherzando, indicating

in with his hearty opening theme, but it’s
suddenly interrupted by a quiet, tentative
response from the woodwind, an answer
that has to be repeated more forcefully
across the full orchestra just in case
we hadn’t noticed it. Elsewhere, there
are unexpected accents, rhythms that
confuse the ear, and sudden silences that
keep the listener guessing as to what’s
coming next. Listen out, too, for the
grand return of the movement’s opening
theme towards the end of the movement.
It’s hardly difficult to spot: Beethoven
cranks up the musical tension almost
to breaking point, only to then bury the
theme itself deep in the bassoons, cellos
and basses, where it can barely be heard
for the joyful clamour from the rest of the

that it’s not only not slow, but that we
should also expect a few jokes. And
with its sudden contrasts in volume, its
ticktocking woodwind accompaniment,
and its song-like melody, it sounds
like it might have been lifted straight
out of a fashionable comic opera
of the time. This is, however, an
entirely instrumental opera in which
the orchestra’s musicians play the
characters: when an immovable figure
from the violins never wants to settle
during the movement’s closing bars,
for instance, it takes a loud, growling
response from the rest of the orchestra
to make them see reason.

orchestra.

we might expect to find a typically

And, perhaps predictably, where

There’s little evidence, however, of any of Beethoven’s
misfortunes in the Eighth Symphony’s music. Indeed, it
contains some of his most overtly comic writing, surely
intended to poke fun and raise a laugh. It’s even been
suggested – not without evidence – that Beethoven may
have been poking gentle fun at the whole idea of what a
symphony is.

Beethovenian scherzo as a playful third
movement, the composer gives us – what

simply breaks down, seemingly unsure
of where it should head next. And he fills

else? – a minuet. It’s as if he’s returning
to the kind of music that his own
innovations had rendered obselete. This
is no straightforward dance, however:
Beethoven sets strings, woodwind and
trumpets apart as though they should
be playing in time but keep missing their
cues, and there are sudden, military-style
intrusions from thunderous trumpets,
horns and timpani into what might be the
elegance of the ballroom.

his supposedly short and pithy signoff coda section with so much incident
and activity that it fills nearly half the
whole movement’s length. Listen out
for a remarkable passage just before
the movement’s final peroration where
everything seems to get stuck, with
the same bell-like chord passed down
from flutes to oboes, clarinets, horns
and bassoons, and then back up again
– all very pretty, but going nowhere.
No wonder the Symphony received a
somewhat lukewarm reception at its
Vienna premiere – though it’s a piece
that demonstrates beyond doubt what
good bedfellows music and humour can
make.

Beethoven is at his most overtly comic,
however, in his boisterous finale, kicked
off squarely by the loud, parping ‘wrong’
note that interrupts the flow of its
dashing main theme early on. He takes
his music through so many unexpected
key shifts that at a certain point it
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Conductor
PETER
WHELAN

–––––
Irish-born Peter Whelan is among the most exciting and versatile exponents of historical
performance of his generation, with a remarkable career as a conductor, keyboardist and solo
bassoonist. He is Artistic Director of the Irish Baroque Orchestra and founding Artistic Director of
Ensemble Marsyas. Recent engagements have included appearances with The English Concert,
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Orchestre de Chambre du Luxembourg, RTÉ National Symphony
Orchestra of Ireland, Ulster Orchestra, and the Academy of Ancient Music.
As conductor, Peter has a particular passion for exploring and championing neglected music
from the Baroque era. Recent projects funded by The Arts Council (Ireland) and Creative
Scotland involved recreating and staging live performances of choral and symphonic music from
eighteenth-century Dublin and Edinburgh. This led to his award-winning disc ‘Edinburgh 1742’ for
Linn Records and his 2017 reconstruction of the ‘Irish State Musick’ in its original venue of Dublin
Castle.
Peter began 2022 with a co-production between Irish National Opera and the Royal Opera House.
Performances of Vivaldi’s Bajazet took place throughout Ireland in January, and at London’s Royal
Opera House in February; for these, he and the Irish Baroque Orchestra won an Olivier Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Opera. This season also sees Peter conduct Beethoven Orchester
Bonn, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Scottish Chamber Orchestraand Lahti Symphony
Orchestra as well as the SCO.
As founding Artistic Director of Ensemble Marsyas, Peter has performed at Edinburgh
International, Lammermuir, Göttingen Handel, Kilkenny Arts, Tetbury, Bath and Great Music
in Irish Houses festivals. During their 2020 Wigmore Hall residency, The Telegraph described
Ensemble Marsyas as ‘very possibly this country’s finest period group – led by Peter Whelan,
they perform with wonderful élan, transmitting their total enjoyment’. Ensemble Marsyas has
an impressive and award-winning discography with its disc of Barsanti (Linn Records) being
named Editor’s Choice in Gramophone Magazine in 2017 and ‘Recording of the Year’ in MusicWeb
International 2017, as well as reaching second place in the Official UK Specialist Classical Chart.

Flute
ANDRÉ
CEBRIÁN

–––––
Spanish Flautist André Cebrián studied in his home town Santiago de Compostela with
Luis Soto, Laurent Blaiteau and Pablo Sagredo. He then went on to study with János
Bálint in HfM Detmold (Germany) and with Jacques Zoon in HEM Gèneve (Switzerland).
André’s first orchestral experiences at the National Youth Orchestra of Spain, the
Britten-Pears Orchestra and the Gustav Mahler Jugendorchester led him to perform
with such orchestras as the Orquestra de Cadaqués, Staatkskapelle Dresden and
Orchestra Mozart. He performs regularly as a Guest Principal Flute with the Sinfónica
de Castilla-León, Filarmónica de Gran Canaria, Sinfónica de Barcelona, Gran Teatro del
Liceu, Malaysian Philharmonic and Spira Mirabilis.
When he is not playing in the Orchestra you can find him performing with his wind
quintets Azahar Ensemble and Natalia Ensemble - where he is also the artistic director
and arranger - or in one of his duo projects with harpist Bleuenn Le Friec, or guitarist
Pedro Mateo González. In 2019 he founded the Festival de Música de Cámara de
Anguiano in La Rioja (Spain).
He loves sharing his passion for music with his students at the Conservatorio Superior de
Aragón, Barenboim-Said Foundation and the youth orchestras he coaches each season.
André joined the SCO as Principal Flute in early 2020.
André's Chair is kindly supported by Claire and Mark Urquhart

Biography
SCOTTISH
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA

–––––
The internationally celebrated Scottish Chamber Orchestra is one of Scotland’s National
Performing Companies.
Formed in 1974 and core funded by the Scottish Government, the SCO aims to provide as many
opportunities as possible for people to hear great music by touring the length and breadth
of Scotland, appearing regularly at major national and international festivals and by touring
internationally as proud ambassadors for Scottish cultural excellence.
Making a significant contribution to Scottish life beyond the concert platform, the Orchestra works
in schools, universities, colleges, hospitals, care homes, places of work and community centres
through its extensive Creative Learning programme. The SCO is also proud to engage with online
audiences across the globe via its innovative Digital Season.
An exciting new chapter for the SCO began in September 2019 with the arrival of dynamic young
conductor Maxim Emelyanychev as the Orchestra’s Principal Conductor.
The SCO and Emelyanychev released their first album together (Linn Records) in November 2019
to widespread critical acclaim. The repertoire - Schubert’s Symphony No. 9 in C major ‘The Great’ –
is the first concert Emelyanychev performed with the Orchestra in March 2018.
The SCO also has long-standing associations with many eminent guest conductors including
Conductor Emeritus Joseph Swensen, François Leleux, Pekka Kuusisto, Richard Egarr, Andrew
Manze and John Storgårds.
The Orchestra enjoys close relationships with many leading composers and has commissioned
almost 200 new works, including pieces by the late Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Sir James MacMillan,
Sally Beamish, Martin Suckling, Einojuhani Rautavaara, Karin Rehnqvist, Mark-Anthony Turnage,
Nico Muhly and Associate Composer Anna Clyne.
For full biography please visit sco.org.uk

BE PART OF OUR FUTURE
A warm welcome to everyone who has recently joined our family of donors,
and a big thank you to everyone who is helping to secure our future.
Monthly or annual contributions from our donors make a real difference to
the SCO’s ability to budget and plan ahead with more confidence. In these
extraordinarily challenging times, your support is more valuable than ever.
For more information on how you can become a regular donor,
please get in touch with Mary Clayton on 0131 478 8369
or email mary.clayton@sco.org.uk.
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